Customer Solutions

Agricultural Products
LTE-group transports over 1 mio tones of grain per year in more than 1,000 customer owned wagons.

Intermodal Traffic
From North to South, from East to West, LTE-group runs more than 40 container trains per week.

Construction and Raw Materials
Since the beginning of LTE history we have satisfied our clients’ needs in the raw materials business.

Chemical and Petroleum Products [including RID]
As a specialist for RID-transports we move all kinds of dangerous goods fast and safe from the origin to the final destination.

Cars and Components
We are able to provide direct trains – without cost-intensive locomotive exchange at border crossings – for a safer delivery of your goods.

Transfer of Rolling Stock
No matter if transporting empty rail-bus wagons, prototypes of locomotives, electric railcars or underground railway sets, we are your partner for special transports.
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